
Monaco America –Basic Rally Facility Needs 

Monaco America is a Chapter of the Family Motor Coach Association 

 

 Full Hook-up RV Sites for 60 to 80 coaches. 

 Meeting building, with tables and chairs, capable to accommodate up to 180 people, for the club’s use 

from Saturday or Sunday before the rally period through Friday morning after the rally period. 

 We, also, desire room for 6 to 8 Vendors, in either the main building or very nearby for both non-

member vendors and club member vendors. 

 If permissible and available, we would like to have a coach detailing vendor and a maintenance vendor 

on site for a portion of the rally. 

 An additional small meeting room, if available, would be useful for some of our seminars. 

 A special “Rally” RV parking fee for the rally, to be applicable four (4) days prior and four (4) days after 

the rally period. 

 The four (4) nights of RV parking of the official rally period, to be paid for by Monaco America. 

 All early arrival and late departure days are to be paid for by the individual member, who would be 

responsible for making those reservations. 

 The RV parking of our attendees should be as close together as the facility permits, not spread all over 

the park. 

 We require catering Monday evening of the rally and then Tuesday through Thursday, for both 

breakfast and dinner.  Friday Morning after the rally from 7 to 9 we have coffee and donuts as a 

farewell gathering; this is handled by Monaco America members. 

 We would appreciate recommendations for catering. 

 Sunday prior to the rally period, our members have a pot-luck evening dinner, in the main building. 

 On two or three of the rally evenings, we plan to have some type of entertainment; recommendations 

welcomed. 

 Monaco America does operate a bar the (4) four primary nights of the rally, this is a part of our 

member’s rally; there is no sale of drinks.  Available ice and water is helpful. 

 Our ladies conduct a tea on Tuesday afternoon and support a chosen local charity.  A kitchen is helpful 

for this function.  Charity suggestions are welcomed. 

 Monaco America does have its own sound system and projector.  If a projection screen is available, we 

would like use of it. 

 We, also, need to know if there is an American Flag and podium available in the main room. 

 A pet friendly park is necessary; many of our members do travel with pets. 

 We need to rent one golf cart for our Safety/Security VP; availability information is appreciated.  We 

need the cart from Friday before the rally until Thursday evening or Friday morning after the rally. 

 


